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Within the work of Amedeo Modigliani, his drawings occupy a very prominent place. 
Whether he was sober, drugged or intoxicated, he drew incessantly with feverish passion. 
It is generally agreed that if nothing of all his work had survived but his drawings, he 
would still be one of the outstanding artists of the fir st quarter of the twentieth century. 
Even thou gh his drawings are of such importance , the reasons for this are tantalizin gly 
elusive . They are differ ent from an yone else's of the period. The y seem "modern" and 
yet one senses the classic form s of ancient Mediterranean culture in them . The y are 
admirable in their simplicity and strai ghtforwardne ss and are almost shy in their 
subtl ety. The y speak a hi ghly per sonal language which , at time s, is not at all easy to 
under stand. They do not have the spontaneous power and per suasion of forceful vital
ity-rather they have the radiant warm delicacy of a cultivated flower which come s to 
full bloom suddenly, exquisitely, only to perish all to soon. Modigliani's line is of 
ma sterful elegance, he capture s form s with sweepin g, uninterrupt ed strokes. His hand 
show s no uncertainty which is all the more surprisin g when we learn from his biogra
pher s that he was hardl y ever sober when he drew. 

Alternating with long, bold lin es are contour s compo sed of a series of short forward 
and backward strokes as if he wished to pause and care ss and reflect upon the inner 
meanin g of a certain passage . Sometime s a contour will skip an important section of a 
fa ce or bod y, such as the outline of a chin or shoulder and yet the contour is interrupted 
in such a way that the spectator' s eye is forced to complete the form precisely as if the 
line were there. Lines flow in a slow undulating rhythm and impart a tense , yet fatigued 
verti cal motion to the figure, as in a gently rising spiral. Modi gliani's lines are sharp, 
thin , nervous, rarely broad and without overdue accentuation. We can sense the feverish 
ha ste of the consumptive who know s that he has much to accomplish in the short time 
that remains. He seem s to expend his last bit of ener gy in hi s drawin gs and ever y line 
ap pear s to sap up his wanin g stren gth. Ever ything flows as in a fevered dream. The 
mesh of line s of Modi gliani 's drawin gs impart to them the restlessness of a doomed 
man wishing to see and feel as much as he can in the short tim e allotted to him. 

The year of 1909 was of great importance in the formation of Modi gliani and his 
art. This was the year when he turned to sculpture. He was only twenty-five at the time . 
Within a few years he produced a series of sculptures in stone which is strangely fasci
natin g in its simplicity and strict archaic form. The influen ce of African sculpture is un
deniable but the spirit of earl y Greece is in them. His heads and figures are reduced to 
a combination of elementary stereometric shapes , cylinders , sphere s, ovoids , cone s and 
cubes. Their simplicity is the concentrated simplicity of the symbol. 

After six short months Modi gliani had to abandon sculptur e. He did not have the 
ph ysical strength to continue. The fine stone dust only aggravated the condition of hi s 
di sease d lun gs. But brief as thi s experience was , it left a lastin g mark on his work as his 
drawings readily reveal. 



The analysis of Modigliani's drawings shows pla~nly how strong the sculptor was in 
him. Indeed, his drawings appear to be more the drawings of a sculptor than a painter. 
There is a striking similarity in many of his drawings (particularly the nudes) to those 
of Rodin. Both artists delineate form and rarely is a flat surface given treatment. 

Modigliani's principal medium in drawing is in the main a fairly sharp pencil. He 
does not often make use of pen and ink and rarely applies washes (except in the Carya
tides, where he usually uses color). Soft drawing materials , such as red crayon, charcoal 
and similar media are quite exceptional in his work. 

Modigliani's development was extremely rapid and once his talent was fully matured, 
there were but very subtle changes in his style. Essentially his career covers only about 
eleven years: 1908 until his death in January 1920 at the age of not quite thirty-six. 
For this reason it is extremely difficult to date many of his drawings accurately. He 
rarely dated them himself and therefore much must be left to conjecture and speculation 
in this respect. Complicating the analysis of his drawings is the fact that they are uneven 
in quality, as is only natural for a man whose physical condition was subject to such 
violent changes throughout his career. Many signatures were added by later hands in an 
effort to convince collectors of the drawings' authenticity. 

The importance of Modigliani's drawings? Beyond all his virtuosity as a draughts
man , beyond his strong personal style, there is a quality of profound and touching 
humanity. There is pitiless analysis and particularly self-analysis. There is the struggle 
and the search for life and love-but never pity. His is a humanity which has been inten
sified through suffering the desire to live though every effort spells a sooner end. 

The group of drawings by Amedeo Modigliani which have been assembled by Mr. 
and Mrs. J. W. Alsdorf of Chicago is unique in this country. Their collection affords a 
rare insight into the artist's work. We are proud and deeply grateful to them for the 
opportunity to show these drawings and for having made their presentation in catalogue 
form possible. 

CARL 0. SCHNIEWIND 

Curator of Prints and Drawings 
March , 1955 

To Mr. Harold Joachim ; Assistant Curator of Prints and Drawings who compiled the 
catalogue data and notes, and Miss Sharon Kelly who assisted him in this work, we ex
press our warmest appreciation. 
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8. Seated Nude: Three Quarter Length (Nu assis) 
9. Crouching Nude, Turned Left (Nu accroupi) 

10. Seated Nude, Right Leg Bent Under (Nu assis) 
11. Nude: Half Reclining, Hands Clasped Over Head (Nu) 
12. Nude Girl, Half Figure, Hands Crossed Over Chest 

(Portrait de jeune fille) 
13. Couple (Le Couple) 
14. Portrait of Feydeau 
15. Portrait of Kisling 
16. Self Portrait 
17. Portrait of Morgan Russell 
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20. Portrait of a Man, Full Face (Portrait d'homme) 
21. Young Man Wearing Hat (Portrait d'homme au chapeau) 
22. Angele (Angele) 
23a. Front: Beatrice Hastings 
23b. Reverse: Head of a Young Girl (Tete de jeune fille) 
24. Portrait of Lola (Portrait de Lola) 
25. The Passenger, Transatlantic Boat 
26. Woman Wearing a Hat (Femme au chapeau, assise) 
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(Jeune Femme accoudee) 
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REMARKS ON THE CATALOGUE 

Only one drawin g in this collection is dated (no. 24 ); for 
the others, dates had to be surmised with varying degrees 
of conviction. The followin g division by subjects sug
gested itself quite naturally, as it proved least conflicting 
with a rough chronological order: 

Drawin gs related to sculpture ( 1-4) 
Nudes (5-12) 
Portraits ( 13-29 ) 

The French titles are those which the drawings had when 
they were acquired. 

Measurements ar e given in millimeters and inches, height 
at right by width at bottom. 

For bibliographical ref erences the following abbreviations 
are used: 

BRAUN-Pie rre Descargues, Amedeo Modigliani. Paris, 
Les Editions Braun et Cie, 1951 

JEDLICKA- Gotthard Jedlicka, Modigliani. Erlenbach
Zuri ch, Eugen Rent sch Verlag, 1953 

LIPCHITZ-Amedeo Modigliani. Text by Jacques Lip
chitz. The Library of Great Painters, Portfolio Edition. 
New York, Harry N. Abram s, 1952 

PFANNSTIEL- Arthur Pfannstiel, Modigliani. Paris, Edi
tion s Marcel Seheur , 1929. 

MOMA-Modigliani. Paintings , Drawin gs, Sculpture . In
troduction by Jame s Thrall Soby. The Museum of 
Modern Art, New York, in collaboration with the Cleve
land Museum of Art, 1951. (Bib liography on pp. 54-55) 



1 STUDY, TWO FIGURES SUPERIMPOSED 
(Nu au masque negre) 

Blue pencil on laid paper 

SHEET: 545 x 335 mm. (211/z x 13Ys in.) 

Signed "modigliani" in lower right 

DATE: ca. 1912 

PROVENANCE: Galerie de l' Elysee, Paris; 
Perls Galleries, New York 
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2 CARYATID WITH AFRICAN SCULPTURE 
(Caryatide a la sculpture negre) 

Pencil on wove paper 

SIGHT: 265 x 205 mm. (10% x 8% in.) 

Signed "modigliani" in lower right (spurious?) 

DATE: ca. 1913 

PROVENANCE: Galerie Paulette Jourdain, Paris (friend and 
favorite model of the artist); Perls Galleries, 
New York 

In 1909, Modigliani turned to sculpture, in which his method 

was as direct and spontaneous as in drawing. As Lipchitz 

tells us, Modigliani abhorred modeling in clay, as being too 

muddy, and insisted that direct carving in stone was the only 

sound way of working. Primitive African sculpture was then 

in vogue with the younger artists, and traces of its influence 

can be found in Modigliani's work, even though the archaic 

sculpture of the Mediterranean countries seems closer to his 

innate feeling. He also knew and admired the work of 

Nadelmann, Archipenko and Brancusi, who had their first 

shows in this period. 
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3 CARYATID, TURNED TO LEFT 
(Caryatide) 

Pencil and watercolor on wove paper 

SHEET: 335 x 273 mm. (14 x 10% in.) 

Signed "modigliani" in upper right 

DATE: ca.1915 

PROVENANCE: Paul Guillaume, Paris; Cornelius Sullivan, 
New York; Hartert Gallery, New York 

The caryatid drawings are testimony of a favorite project of 

Modigliani, the sculptor, a project which was as gigantic 

and unrealistic as only a dream can be. He once spoke about 

it to Paul Guillaume: It was to be a temple, not in honor of 

God, but of humanity, which was surrounded by hundreds 

of caryatides. 

Several of these drawings have a background in red or 

mauve watercolor. 





4 HEAD OF A YOUNG GIRL 
(Tete de jeune fille) 

Pen and brush in India ink with touches of watercolor 

SHEET: 495 x 325 mm. ( 191/z x 12% in.) 

Signed "modigliani" in lower right 

DATE: ca. 1915-1917 

PROVENANCE: Galerie Katia Grano ff, Paris; 
Saidenberg Gallery, New York 

In style and technique, this drawing is closely related to the 

caryatid drawings. 





5 FLYING CUPID 
( Amour volant) 

Pencil on laid paper 

SHEET: 445 x 270 mm. (171/z x 10% in.} 

Signed "modigliani" in lower right 

DATE: ca. 1914 

PROVENANCE: Galerie Rousso, Paris; 
Perls Galleries, New York 

EXHIBITIONS: Museum of Modern Art, New York "The 
Classical Motif;' Circulating exhibition, 1954 





6 STANDING MALE NUDE 
(Nu debout) 

Pencil on wove paper 

SHEET: 425 x 260 mm. (1.6% x 10% in.) 

Signed "modigliani" in lower left 

DATE:ca. 1916 

PROVENANCE: Galerie Zak, Paris; Perls Galleries, New York 
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7 STANDING NUDE, FULL FIGURE 
(Nu) 

Pencil on wove paper 

SIGHT: 440 x 230 mm. ( 17% x 9 in .) 

Signed "modigliani" in lo-wer right 

DATE: ca.1916 

PROVENANCE: Galerie Zborowski, Paris; Galerie Rousso, 
Paris; Main Street Gallery, Chicago 





8 SEATED NUDE: THREE QUARTER LENGTH 
(Nu assis) 

Pencil on wove paper 

SHEET: 435 x 267 mm. (17 x 10112 in.) 

Signed "modigliani" in lower right 

DATE: ca. 1914 

PROVENANCE: Galerie Zak, Paris; Perls Galleries, New York 

EXHIBITIONS: Museum of Modem Art, New York and 
Cleveland Museum of Art, 1951 

REPRODUCED: MOMA, p. 30 

The date suggested in MOMA, 1916, seemed rather late to us. 
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9 CROUCHING NUDE, TURNED LEFT 
(Nu accroupi) 

Pencil on wove paper 

SHEET: 510 x 330 mm. (20 x 13 in.) 

Signed "mod igliani " in upper right 

DATE: ca.1917 

PROVENANCE: Family of the artist's brother, Emanuele; 
Galerie Bernheim-Jeune, Paris; Richard Zin
ser, New Yorlc; Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Davis, 
Minneapolis 

EXHIBITIONS: Amedeo Modigliani, Fine Arts Associates, 
New York, Oct. 25-Nov. 13, 1954 (no. 24) 

REPRODUCED: Braun , pl. 38 
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10 SEATED NUDE, RIGHT LEG BENT UNDER 
(Nu assis) 

Pencil on wove paper 

SHEET: 313 x 235 mm. (12%6 x 9% in.) 

Signed "modigliani" in lower right 

DATE: ca. 1917 

PROVENANCE: Jacques de Montaudouin, New York; 
Perls Galleries, New York 
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11 NUDE: HALF RECLINING, HANDS CLASPED OVER HEAD 
(Nu) 

Pencil on wove paper 

SHEET: 312 x 239 mm. (9% x 1214 in.) 

Signed "modigliani" in lower left 

DATE: ca.1917 

PROVENANCE: Galerie Bernheim-Jeune, Paris; Jacques de 
Montaudouin, New York; Perls Galleries, 
New York 

REPRODUCED: Braun, pl.12 (in reverse) 





12 NUDE GIRL HALF FIGURE, HANDS CROSSED OVER CHEST 
( Portrait de jeun e fille) 

Pencil on wove paper 

SHEET: 320 x 252 mm. (12% x 10 in.) 

Signed "modigliani" in lower left 

DATE: ca.1918 

PROVENANCE : Jon Streep, New York 





13 COUPLE 
(Le Couple) 

Pen and brush in ink on ruled wove paper 

SIGHT: 215 x 164 mm. (81/z x 61/z in.) 

Signed "modigliani" in upper right 

DATE: ca. 1915 

PROVENANCE: Mildred Oppenheim, New York; 
Perls Galleries, New York 

This drawing may be a first idea for the painting Bride and 

Groom (Les Maries), tentatively dated 1915 by Pfannstiel. 

The painting is owned by The Museum of Modern Art, New 

York (reprod. in MOMA, opp. p. 10). Also related to the 

painting is a waterco lor entitled Le Menage (Braun, pl. lS). 





14 PORTRAIT OF FEYDEAU 

Pencil on wove paper 

SHEET: 430 x 265 mm. (16% x 10% in.) 

Signed "modigliani" in lower left 

Inscribed "FEYDEAU" in upper left 

DATE: ca.1918-1919 

PROVENANCE: Peter Deitsch, New York; 
New Gallery, New York 

Georges Feydeau (1862-1921), successful Parisian play

wright, author of some forty comedies. 
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15 PORTRAIT OF KISLING 

Pencil on wove paper 

SHEET: 353 x 258 mm. ( 13% x 1011s in.) 

Signed "modigliani " in lower right 

Inscribed "Kisling " above signature 

DATE: ca.1916 

PROVENANCE: Galerie Zak, Paris; 
Perls Galleries, New York 

In the Polish painter , Moise Kisling ( 1891-1953), Modigliani 

had a loyal friend. Lipchitz relates ( p. 12) ; "I saw 

Modigliani frequently working in Kisling's studio , using the 

latter's models and also his materials, and meeting the many 

people who came to see Kisling, a warm and generous 

comrade '.' 

Kisling's square strongboned Slavic features must have de

lighted the sculptor in Modigliani. Among several drawings 

he made of Kisling , one dated 1916, is particularly close to 

this drawing. It was included in the Museum of Modern Art 

Modigliani Exhibition (reproduced in MOMA, p. 33). 





16 SELF PORTRAIT 

Pencil on wove cream paper 

SHEET: 370 x 250 mm. ( 14% x 9% in.) 

Signed "modigliani" in lower right 

DATE: ca.1918 

PROVENANCE: Chaim Soutine, Paris; A. S. Brown, London; 
Benedict L. Nicholson, London; L. E. Raynal, 
Kansas City and Paris; Dalzell Hatfield, Los 
Angeles 

In a letter in Mr. Alsdorf's possession, Mr. Nicholson (Editor 

of the Burlington Magazine) writes in part: 

"The drawing was acquired by Mr. A. S. Brown from 

Modigliani's friend, Soutine. I came in possession of this 

self-portrait with several other drawings by Modigliani 

shor tly after World War II;' 





17 PORTRAIT OF MORGAN RUSSELL 

Pencil on wove paper 

SIGHT: 305 x 225 mm. (12 x 9 in.) 

Signed "modigliani" in upper right 

DATE: ca.191~1918 

PROVENANCE: Galerie Paul Guillaume, Paris; Gallery Zbo
rowski, Paris; Hartert Gallery, New York 

The American painter, Morgan Russell ( 1884-1953), was 

one of Modigliani's numerous artist friends. In the fall of 

1913, Russell and another young American painter, S. Mac

donald-Wright, showed their paintings at the Galerie Bern

heim-Jeune under the title "Les Synchromistes:' This was 

perhaps one of the earliest exhibitions of abstract paintings 

in Paris. 

Modigliani painted Russell's portrait in 1918 (reproduced 

in Pfannstiel, after p. 125 and in Jedlicka, pl. 39). Pfannstiel 

also reproduced a drawing of a young man (p. 68) which 

obviously shows the same sitter. 

A memorial exhibition of Morgan Russell's work was held 

in 195:) at the Rose Fried Gallery, New York. 
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18 PORTRAIT OF SOUTINE 

Pencil on wove paper 

SHEET: 430 x 265 mm. (17 x 101h in.) 

Signed "m odigliani " in upp er right 

DATE: ca.1918 

PROVEN AN CE: Mrs. Frank Selz, Chicago; 
Perls Galleries, New York 

EXHIBITIONS: Columbus (Ohio) Gallery of Fin e Arts, No
vembe r-Decemb er 1952 

Chaim Soutine (1894-1943) was one of Modigliani's inti

mate friends during the years 1916-1919 durin g which he 

lived in Montmartre. Modigliani was one of the first to rec

ogn ize the extraordinary talent of the younger artist. In 

1918, he painted several portraits of Soutine, one in the 

Chester Dale Collection ( MOMA p. 41, reprod.), another in 

the J. Netter Collection, Paris. A third portrait was painted 

on the door which sepa rated Soutine's atelier from his own 

at no. 3, Rue Josep h-Bara (Braun, pl. 20-21). 
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19 PORTRAIT OF A YOUNG MAN 
(Portrait de jeune homme) 

Pencil on wove paper 

SHEET: 338 x 265 mm. (131;:i x 101/z in.} 

Signed "modigliani" in lower right 

DATE:ca.1916 

PROVENANCE: J. M. Goldschmidt, Paris; 
Perls Galleries, New York 





20 PORTRAIT OF A MAN, FULL FACE 
(Portrait d'homme) 

Pencil on laid paper 

SIGHT: 410 x 240 mm. (16 x 91h in .) 

Not signed 

DATE: ca. 1917-1918 

PROVENANCE: Galerie Zborowski, Paris; Galerie Rousso, 
Paris; Main Street Gallery, Chicago; E. H. 
Weiss, Chicago 
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21 YOUNG MAN WEARING HAT 
( Portrait d' homme au chapeau) 

Pencil on wove tan pap~r 

SHEET: 385 x 280 mm. (15Vs x 11 in.) 

DATE:ca.1918 

PROVENANCE: Henry Goldschmidt, Paris; 
Perls Galleries, New York 
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22 ANGELE 

Pencil on wove paper 

SHEET: 420 x 240 mm. (161h x 91h in.} 

Signed "modigliani" in lower left 

Inscribed "Angele" near upper right 

DATE: ca. 1916 

PROVENANCE: Mayor Gallery, London; ]on St reep, New York 
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23 a . Front: BEATRICE HASTINGS 

Pencil on wove pap er 

SHEET: 303 x 277 mm. (11 % x 9 in.) 

SIGNED: "Modigliani" in lower right 

INSCRIBED: "22 A pril e" above signatur e and: 
"BEATRI CE HAST INGS " in lower left 

DATE: ca 1915 

PROVENANCE: Arthur P/annsti el, Paris ; Heinz Berggruen & 
Cie., Paris; Henry Pearlman, New York 

REPRODUCED: P/annsti el, opp. p. 44 

Modigliani met Beatri ce Ha stin gs, En glish writer and poet, 

at the tim e of the outbr eak of the First World War in Augu st 

1914. Of the women in the arti st's life , she was th e only one 

who shar ed his many intere sts an d who could discuss with 

him ar t, litera tur e, po etry , philo sophy and occulti sm. 

For a whi le, they lived in a house on Montmartr e which 

once belon ged to Zola. But Bea trice ha d little of the angeli c 

pati ence of Jea nne Heb utern e who sto od by the arti st in h is 

destitute last years . Accordin g to Emanuele Modigliani, 

Beatrice's temperament was as impe tuous as Modi gliani's, 

and it was not surprising that they parted compan y in 1916 . 

Her typi cally An glo-Saxon feat ures, so different from hi s 

other women sitter s, appear on num ero us paintin gs and 

drawing s of these years. 
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23 b. Reverse: HEAD OF A YOUNG GIRL 
(Tete de jeune fille) 

Pencil on wove paper 

SHEET: 303 x 277 mm. (11% x 9 in.) 

Not signed 

Inscribed in blue crayon in upper right: 
"Livorno 
Rondini e 
strida 
del M edit er raneo" '' 

DATE: ca 1915 

PROVENANCE: see 23 a. 

REPROD U CED: Pfanlistiel, re prod. before p. 50, 
Inscription quoted p. 24-25 

This drawing is possibly also a portrait of Beatrice Hastings. 

It is related to the artist 's painting of her , dated 1915, in the 

collection of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Brillouin, New York 

(MOMA, reprod: p . 28) . 

'-·Livorno , Swallows and Sounds of the Mediterranean 
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24 PORTRAIT OF LOLA 

Pencil on wove paper 

SHEET: 433 x 280 mm. ( 17 x 11 in.) 

Signed and dated in upper right: 
"Oct . 9, 1917 
a Lola 
modigliani" 

PROVENANCE: ]. C. Goldschmidt, Paris; 
Perls Gallery, New York 

EXHIBITIONS: Columbus, (Ohio) Gallery of Fine Arts 
November - December 1952 

This is one of the artist's rare dated drawings. The model is 

probably the same one as in the CROUCHING NUDE (no . 9) 
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25 THE PASSENGER, TRANSATLANTIC BOAT 

Pencil on wove pap er 

SIGHT: 420 x 260 mm. (16 % x 101/s in.) 

Signed "mo digliani " in lower left 

Inscrib ed " TRANSATLANTIQUE BOAT" 

DATE: possibly 1915-1916 

PROVENANCE: Galerie Zak , Paris; Perls Galleries, New York 
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26 WOMAN WEARING A HAT 
(F emme au chapeau, assise) 

Pencil on wove cream pap er 

SHE ET: 550 x 330 mm. ( 19% x 13 in.) 

Sign ed "modigliani " in lower right 

DATE: ca.1919 

PROV ENAN CE: Galerie Scarlet, Paris; 
Perls Galleries, New York 
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27 PORTRAIT STUDY, HAND ON RIGHT CHEEK: 
SHADED BACKGROUND 

(J eune Femm e accoudee) 

Pencil on wove paper 

SHEET: 440 x 255 mm. ( 17% x 10 in.) 

Sign ed "modi gliani" in lower left 

DATE: ca.1917 

PROVENANCE: Curt Valentin Gallery, New York; 
Perls Galleries, New York 





28 HEAD, MOUTH COVERED BY HAND 
(T ete a la main:) 

Pencil on wove paper 

SHEET: 353 x 262 mm. ( 13% x 10114 in.) 

Sign ed "modighani" in lower right (spuriou s?) 

DATE: ca. 1918 

PROVENANCE: Galerie Zak , Paris ; Perls Galleries, New York 
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29 PORTRAIT OF A WOMAN 
( Portrait de Femme) 

Pencil on wove paper 

SIGHT: 460 x 280 mm. (8 x 10 in.) 

Sign ed "modig liani" in lower left 

DATE: ca.1919 

PROVENANCE: Galerie Scarlet, Paris; 
Perls Galleries, New York 

EXHIB ITIONS: Birmingham ( Alabama) Museum of Art, 
February 1953 

Thi s drawin g is rem iniscent of severa l portrait s of Jeann e 

Hebuterne, particularly that of 1919 in the collection of Mr. 

and Mrs. Sidn ey F. Brody, Beverly Hills, California (Lip

chitz, pl. opp. p. 22). " She was a stra nge girl, slender with 

a lon g oval face which seemed almost white rather than flesh 

color, and her blond hair was fixed in long braids; she 

always struck me as looking very Gothic'.' (Lipchitz, p. 18) 
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